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Syllabus

Shikshapatri Questions - 770 Marks

Amrut Bindu Part 1 – 30 Marks

Shikshapatri 

Memorise the following Shikshapatri verses, either in Sanskrit or

English:

One (1), eight (8), nine (9), fourteen (14), fifteen (15), sixteen (16),

seventeen (17), eighteen (18), twenty (20), twenty seven (27), twenty

eight (28), twenty nine (29), thirty (30), thirty five (35), thirty six (36),

thirty eight (38), foxrty (40), fifty nine (59), sixty three (63), sixty four

(64), sixty seven (67), seventy (70), seventy three (73), ninety two (92),

one hundred and three (103), one hundred and four (104), one

hundred and five (105), one hundred and six (106), one hundred and

seven (107), one hundred and eight (108), one hundred and fourteen

(114), one hundred and sixteen (116), one hundred and twenty one

(121), one hundred and thirty two (132), one hundred and thirty five

(135), one hundred and thirty six (136), one hundred and forty three

(143), one hundred and forty four (144), one hundred and forty

five(145), one hundred and forty six (146), one hundred and forty

seven (147), one hundred and fifty two (152), one hundred and fifty

three (153), one hundred and fifty four (154), two hundred and one

(201), two hundred and five (205), two hundred and six (206), two

hundred and seven (207), two hundred and eight (208), two hundred

and twelve (212)
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6 Sanskar Deepika Part - 3

Questions & Answers

Section A

Q1 What is the definition of “Shikshapatri”?

A1 ‘Siksha’ is defined as beneficial teachings. ‘Patri’ refers to a

document that contains one’s viewpoints, which can be sent

to various places. Therefore, ‘Shikshapatri’ means a collation

of beneficial teachings. It is the code of conduct.

Q2 Who composed the Shikshapatri?

A2 The composer of the Shikshapatri is Shree Sahajanand

Swami - Lord Shree Swaminarayan.

Q3 Which scripture does the Shikshapatri form a part of?

A3 The Shikshapatri forms a part of the great scripture called the

Satsangi Jeevan.

Q4 When was the Shikshapatri inaugurated?

A4 The Shikshapatri was inaugurated on Samvat 1882 Maha sud

5, also referred to as the auspicious day ‘Vasant Panchmi’.

Q5 Who first translated the Shikshapatri from Sanskrit 

into Gujarati?

A5 Sadguru Shree Nityanand Swami first translated the

Shikshapatri into the Gujarati language.

Q6 Whose name has been given in the Shikshapatri as an

example of a Naishtik Brahmachari?

A6 The name of Mukundanand Brahmachari has been written in

the Shikshapatri as an example of a Naishtik Brahmachari.

Q7 Who can be called a Sadhva woman?

A7 A woman whose husband is alive is called a Sadhva or

Suvasini woman.

Q8 Who is called a Vidhva woman?

A8 A woman whose husband has deceased is called a Vidhva.
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Q9 Who is called a Sadhu?

A9 A person who instigates the salvation of himself and others, is

called a Sadhu.

Q10 What should be done in order to remain contented within this

life and thereafter?

A10 To remain contented within this life and thereafter, one should

adhere to the codes of good conduct that are stated in this

Shikshapatri scripture.

Q11 What kind of person should be regarded as being

unintelligent?

A11 A person who transgresses and defies the codes of good

conduct stipulated in the Shikshapatri and behaves according

to his own will is unintelligent.

Q12 What is the ultimate fate of such an unintelligent person?

A12 Such an unintelligent person suffers immense pains both in

this life and thereafter.

Q13 What is meant by the principal commandments?

A13 The codes of conduct that are common for ascetic and

householder men and women to abide by are referred to 

as the principal commandments.

Q14 What is meant as the additional commandments?

A14 Each category of disciple, i.e. the Brahmins, Brahmacharis,

Kings, etc. have specific codes of conduct that they must

follow. These are classified as their additional commandments.

Q15 What is meant by ahimsa?

A15 Ahimsa, the ideology of non-violence, refers to not causing any

harm or distress to any living entity.

Q16 What is aatmaghat?

A16 Killing one’s own body, i.e. committing suicide, is the definition

of aatmaghat.
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Q17 Which seven categories of people are committing sinful acts

through the process of killing animals?

A17 The following seven categories of people commit sin through

the process of killing animals for consumption.

1. Those who grant permission to kill the animals

2. Those who physically kill the animals

3. After killing, those who butcher the animals and

separate their different parts

4. Those who sell and buy the meat

5. Those who transport the meat

6. Those who cook the meat

7. Those who eat the meat

These seven categories of people are committing sin through

the process of killing animals for food.

Q18 What is the definition of Jagannathpuri?

A18 For a disciple of Lord Shree Swaminarayan, Jagannathpuri is

a generic term referring to His Mandirs.

Q19 Who must one never slander, or listen to discussion at which

they are being blasphemed?

A19 One must never slander, or listen to the blaspheming of the

following: devta (deities), tirth (pilgrimage sites or sacred

places), Brahmin (people of God), pativrata (chaste women),

sadhu (holy persons) or Vedas (holy scriptures).

Q20 What kind of consecrated offering must one not consume?

A20 Even unadulterated consecrated offerings, such as coconut,

sweets, fruits, water, must not be consumed if it is from a deity

to whom meat or alcoholic offerings are made, or where

animals such as goats are ceremonially sacrificed.

Q21 What kinds of religious duties must a disciple not follow?

A21 A disciple must not adopt the rituals of another religion, or other

heretical or self-fabricated ideology.
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Q22 What kinds of religious duties must a disciple not abandon?

A22 A disciple must never ignore the duties that would be

expected of a person of their class of religious standing.

Q23 What kind of true statement must not be spoken?

A23 A statement that could cause harm to themselves or cause

humiliation of another, must not be spoken, even if it is the

precise truth.

Q24 What is the definition of the following two words that are spelt

so similarly, but whose definitions are contrasting: ‘Krutagna’

and ‘Krutaghna’?

A24 ‘Krutagna’ refers to an appreciative person ‘Krutaghna’ refers

to someone who does not appreciate the good deeds of others

and to the contrary, continues to malign them.

Q25 Why must one sever associations with those who are

‘Krutaghna’?

A25 The sins of the ‘Krutaghna’ person are shared amongst all

those who associate with him. Therefore, one must remain

vigilant to sever associations with such individuals.

Q26 What kind of sin is being committed by drinking water that

has not been adequately filtered?

A26 The amount of sin committed by a fisherman by killing fish for

six months is equivalent to the sins amassed by a person who

drinks unfiltered water on a single day.

Q27 What kinds of places must you never defecate or urinate?

A27 You must never defecate or urinate at the ancient pilgrimage

sites, banks of lakes or rivers, roads, cultivated fields, under

the shade of trees, or amongst flowerbeds etc.
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Q28 What is meant by not entering or exiting from buildings using

the paths of thieves?

A28 Using the path of thieves refers to a entering or exiting from a

building through a covert door or window, which is not meant

for that purpose. Making a hole in a fence or hedge, or climbing

over a wall is also a prohibited entrance. Such routes must

never be used to gain entry or exit from a property.

Q29 Why is it prohibited for male disciples to listen to sermons

given by females?

A29 The association of men with women creates the biggest

obstacle for a person who seeks salvation to achieve that goal.

To emphasise this, it is stated that men must not even listen to

religious sermons if it is conducted by women.

Q30 Who must you never visit empty-handed?

A30 When visiting one’s Guru, deity or the king, you must not go

empty-handed.

Q31 What is ‘visvasghat’ – breach of trust?

A31 By making promises such as, ‘I will definitely do this for you’ or

‘I will certainly protect you’, a sense of trust is evoked in a

person. If such promises are deliberately not carried through,

it is regarded as being ‘visvasghat’ – breach of trust. Such a

breach of trust is an immensely sinful deed.

Q32 Why is ‘svashralagha’ – praising oneself, forbidden?

A32 By praising oneself or one’s own deeds, the merits gained by

performing those good deeds are destroyed. For that reason,

‘svashralagha’ – praising oneself, is prohibited.

Q33 What kind of clothing must not be worn?

A33 Clothing that leaves the body indecently exposed must not be

worn.
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Q34 What manner of devotion to God must not be performed?

A34 If the act of that devotion involves contravention of the religious

decree, it must not be performed.

Q35 From fear of whom should you not abandon your devotion 

to God?

A35 In fear of criticism from ignorant people, you must not

relinquish your devotion to God.

Q36 In which manner should men and women behave whilst in

the Mandirs?

A36 When inside the Mandirs, each gender should remain

segregated and physical contact between them should 

be avoided.

Q37 Who is called a ‘Dveej’?

A37 Those who have been ‘born’ twice are considered to be ‘Dveej’.

Their first birth occurs when they are physically born from their

parents. The second birth occurs when they attain religious

initiation from their Guru.

According to the ancient Indian practices, the three classes of 

society – Brahmins, Kshatriyas and Vaishyas are classified 

as ‘Dveej’.

Q38 What is meant by ‘Oordhvapundra’?

A38 ‘Oordhva’ means upright and ‘pundra’ means tilak (auspicious

‘U’ shaped marking).

Q39 Where should Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and

Sachchhudras (honourable disciples who do not fall into the

higher classes of social status) apply the ‘Oordhvapundra’?

A39 Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Sachchhudras should

apply the ‘Oordhvapundra’ on their forehead, chest and biceps.

Q40 What is a ‘Tripundra’?

A40 ‘Tripundra’ refers to an auspicious marking on the forehead

that comprises of three horizontal lines.
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Q41 What is meant by ‘Aap-dharma’?

A41 ‘Aap-dharma’ refers to certain restrictions that normally apply,

but which may be relaxed during times of adversity, or during

severe calamities.

Q42 When should disciples awaken each day?

A42 Disciples should wake up every day before the Sun rises.

Q43 What should disciples do as soon as they awaken?

A43 Disciples should offer prayers to the Lord as soon they

awaken.

Q44 What is the ‘Brahm Muharat’?

A44 The ‘Brahm  Muharat’ is the period of time from 4.00 am till

sunrise. (This is regarded as being the best period for the

worship of God)

Q45 What is meant by ‘Dant Dhavan’ as stated in the

Shikshapatri?

A45 ‘Dant Dhavan’ refers to cleaning and brushing one’s teeth and

cleansing of the mouth.

Q46 It is stated that Suvasini ladies (unmarried or married – but

not widowed) should apply a chandlo of kum-kum on their

foreheads. What is the significance of this?

A46 This auspicious, round marking using red kum-kum powder is

a symbol of prosperity and beauty for the Suvasini ladies.

Q47 Who is called an ‘aatmanivedi’ disciple?

A47 The disciple who has acquired high accolade within the

Satsang and dedicated himself, as well as his wealth, property

etc. to the service of God is regarded as being an ‘aatmanivedi’

disciple.

Q48 Whose example has been cited in the Shikstapatri as being

an ‘aatmanivedi’ disciple?

A48 The example of King Ambarish has been given in the

Shikshapatri as an ‘aatmanivedi’ disciple.
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Q49 Who can be called an ‘Acharya’?

A49 An ‘Acharya’ abides by the religious decree and makes 

his own followers adhere to these codes of conduct. 

He understands the true essence of the religious scriptures

and appropriately explains them to others. An individual who

has such virtues can be called an ‘Acharya’.

Q50 On the days of religious celebrations, what should one do in

the Mandir?

A50 Amas, the manifestation day of God etc. you should attend the

Mandir and recite religious songs singing the praises of God

to the accompaniment of musical instruments.

Q51 What must one never do even if it seems immensely

profitable?

A51 Any act that contravenes the religious decree must never be

performed even though it may seem immensely profitable at

the time, because it is the religious decree that is truly able to

bestow true prosperity.

Q52 What should you do at the time of a solar or lunar eclipse?

A52 At the time of a solar or lunar eclipse, disciples must stop all

other activities, and whilst remaining seated in one place, recite

the Swaminarayan mahamantra and sing religious songs in

praise of the Lord.

Q53 What should be performed when the solar or lunar eclipse

has ended?

A53 Once the solar or lunar eclipse has ended, gruhastha disciples

should bathe fully clothed and give charitable donations

according to their means. Ascetics should bathe fully clothed

and then perform worship (pooja).

Q54 What qualities should a Brahman possess?

A54 A Brahman should possess the qualities of calmness, self-

discipline, forgiveness and contentment etc.
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Q55 What virtues should a Kshatriya have?

A55 A Kshatriya should be brave, courageous confident etc.

Q56 What kinds of activities should a Vaishya conduct for 

their livelihood?

A56 A Vaishya should be engaged in agriculture, trade and

commerce, banking and other such professions for their

livelihood.

Q57 What should Shudras do for their livelihood?

A57 Shudras should serve the other three classes of society and

earn through performing such services for their livelihood.

Q58 What is the definition of Dharma (the religious decree)?

A58 Dharma is defined as the religious code of good and moral

conduct that has been described in the sacred scriptures,

behaviours that are not opposing to worldly and scriptural

regulations, and which have been sanctioned by eminent

religious teachers.

Q59 What is the definition of Bhakti (devotion)?

A59 Having an immense love for the supreme Lord Shree

Swaminarayan that is combined with a genuine understanding

and knowledge of His greatness is the definition of Bhakti.

Q60 What is the definition of Vairagya (asceticism)?

A60 Having no affection for anything or anyone except for Lord

Shree Swaminarayan, i.e. from the smallest grasses to 

the Akshar categories, is the definition of Vairagya – i.e. true

asceticism.

Q61 What is the definition of Gnan (spiritual knowledge)?

A61 Gnan is defined as a proper understanding about the form and

characteristics of jeev (soul), maya (worldly illusion), and

Ishwar, Brahm and Parbrahm (categories of the divine entities).
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Q62 What is the soul like?

A62 The soul is infinitesimal in size and is a fully conscious entity.

It pervades throughout the entire body and knows about its

every aspect. It has the special qualities of being ‘achchhedya’

(indestructible), ‘abhedya’ (impenetrable), ‘ajar’ (imperishable)

and ‘amar’ (immortal).

Q63 In which manner does the soul remain within the body?

A64 The soul exists within the heart and with its own special power,

it is also present throughout the entire body.

Q64 What should Acharyas do for the spreading of true knowledge?

A64 Acharyas should establish schools and colleges to spread true

knowledge to the people.

Q65 Who are Gruhastha (householder) men forbidden to touch?

A65 Gruhastha men must not touch a widow, except those who are

close relations.

Q66 Who must Gruhastha men not remain in solitude with?

A66 Except under extenuating circumstances, gruhastha men

should not stay in solitude with their young mother, sister 

or daughter.

Q67 Who should gruhastha disciples serve?

A67 Gruhastha disciples must serve their parents, guru (spiritual

leader), and the sick, throughout their lives in the best manner

that they can.

Q68 In which manner should transactions regarding land or money

be performed?

A68 Transactions regarding land or money should be adequately

witnessed and documented.
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Q69 What must disciples not keep secret?

A69 When debts have been settled, others should be made aware

of that the amount has been repaid. A person’s family lineage

and matrimony of his daughter must not be kept a secret.

Q70 Describe the fruits of abiding by the duties of pativrata

(virtuous) ladies?

A70 A married woman who remains faithful and loyal to her

husband, possesses good, virtuous behaviours, and maintains

control over her senses, achieves respect within this world and

attains the same salvation as her husband after death.  
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Questions & Answers

Section B

Q1 Who can be called a Naishthik Brahmachari?

A1 Brahmcharya (celibacy) comprises of complete mental, verbal

and physical avoidance of sexual matters in all three states of

the body (waking, dream and day-dreaming). The person who

practices such Brahmcharya for the rest of his life called a

Brahmachari. Elimination of sexual behaviours and cessation

of indulgences is the foundation of a Brahmachari. Having the

inquisitiveness to know more and more about God and the

yearning to please Him is the structure that they must erect

upon that foundation. Within the ancient scriptures, Hanumanji

is cited as being a perfect example of a Naishthik Brahmachari.

Q2 How is the Shikshapatri regarded as being ‘Sarvajeevhitavaha’

(for the benefit of all souls)?

A2 ‘Sarvajeevhitavaha’ – for the benefit of all souls, refers to it

being able to confer salvation to all souls. Whosever lives

according to the codes of good conduct prescribed in the

Shikshapatri becomes contented in his present life and

thereafter, i.e. attains salvation after departing from his body.

The Shikshapatri is universally beneficial for all, whether they

are disciples of the Swaminarayan Faith or not. It has

relevance for adherents to all faiths, including Hindus, Parsis,

Muslims, Christians etc. because it shows the path to salvation.

For that reason, it is called ‘Sarvajeevhitavaha’.

Q3 Why is ‘aatmaghat’ (suicide) such a grave sin?

A3 God has mercifully granted a strong and powerful vessel, in

the form of the human body, for traversing the vast ocean of

continual birth and death. With this body, a soul is able to abide

by the religious decree and perform devotion to God. By

maintaining firm and resolute faith in God, he has the

opportunity to attain eternal salvation. Instead, if he disregards
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that immensely rare opportunity due to his ignorance, and

forcedly destroys it, he has not fulfilled the true purpose of his

life. For that reason, ‘aatmaghat’ (suicide) is considered to be

an extremely grave sin.

Q4 What are the nine ways of becoming exposed to sin from

others?

A4 Through contact with sinners in the following nine manners,

their sins are transmitted to the other person.

I. Conversing with sinners

II. Having physical contact with sinners

III. Breathing the air exhaled by sinners

IV. Travelling in the same vehicle as sinners

V. Sitting and staying with sinners

VI. Dining with sinners

VII. Performing religious rituals with sinners

VIII. Learning from sinners, or teaching them

IX. Becoming married to sinners.

Q5 Who can be classified as your Guru?

A5 Sadguru Shree Brahmanand Swami has stated seven

individuals who can be considered as a person’s Guru.

I. Parents

II. Elder brother

III. The person who gave your name

IV. The individual who teaches you

V. The Diksha (initiation Guru) – who performed the

Vartman ceremony to you and initiated you into the

Swaminarayan Faith, and gave you the sacred kanthi,

and thereby made you a disciple of Lord Shree

Swaminarayan

VI. The eminent Satpurush – you imparts spiritual

teachings to you

VII. The creator of all creations, supreme, Incarnator of all

incarnations, Purna Purushottam, Lord Shree Swaminarayan.
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Q6 It is stated that devotion that contravenes dharma (religious

decree) must not be performed. Why has dharma been given

such importance?

A6 If a person contravenes dharma whilst performing devotion, he

is effectively using the pretext of that devotion or spiritual

knowledge to intentionally disregard the prescribed rules. Such

a person will, without doubt, fall away from the spiritual

knowledge and devotion. Just as the sacred swans remain

associated with the Mansarovar (holy lake on the Himalayan

ranges), the pious virtues of asceticism and devotion that is

combined with a true understanding of the glory and spiritual

knowledge, always remain in conformance with the religious

decree. A person who performs devotion that violates the

religious decree is actually an opponent of the Lord. This is

because the very purpose that Lord has manifested within this

world is for the establishment of the religious decree.

Q7 Why have aatmanivedi disciples (those who have acquired a

high accolade within the Satsang) been stated as being nirgun

(without any qualities of Maya (worldly aspects))?

A7 All the activities of aatmanivedi disciples, meaning of their

body, senses and mind etc. are associated with God. Purna

Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan is the divine Murti and

is beyond all worldly aspects. Due to their constant association

with this divinity, the aatmanivedi disciples too become void of

worldly attributes and are therefore classified as being nirgun.

Q8 Why has it been emphasised that you must perform worship

at the time of sunset?

A8 Demonic influences are strengthened at the time of sunset and

cause hindrances to auspicious activities. To supress such

obstructions, you should attend the Mandir at the time of

sunset and devotedly sing the praises of God before Him, and

listen to discourses about His glory.
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Q9 Which categories of people should be looked after, and why?

A9 The following nine categories should be given the required

support.

I. Mother

II. Father

III. Guru (spiritual teacher)

IV. Wife

V. Children, grandchildren

VI. Someone who is dependent on you

VII. Guests at your home

VIII. Someone who has surrendered to you

IX. Fire.

These nine categories should be looked after. According to

their needs, they should be provided with food, clothing etc.

Those who provide the needs of these nine categories achieve

gain within this world and attain immense bliss after death.

Those who neglects to take care of these nine categories face

disrepute within the world and grave difficulties after death.

Therefore, you must strive to look after these nine categories

to the best of your ability.

Q10 Who must disciples show respect towards and suitably

welcome?

A10 Disciples must always demonstrate the utmost of respect,

consideration and humbleness towards the following six

individuals; Guru (spiritual teacher), king, an aged person, a

tyagi (sadhu), scholar and tapasvi (ascetic). As soon as any of

these six arrive, you must stand up and suitably welcome

them. You must give them an appropriate seat and offer

refreshments or a meal.
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Q11 Why is it sinful to expose the secrets or private affairs of

another person?

A11 You must never reveal confidential matters about anyone else

and make it public knowledge. Three types of sin are being

committed by revealing the secrets of other people. (1) The

person may have trusted you and told you that secret. By

revealing it, you are committing the sin of betrayal of trust. (2)

You are committing the sin of slandering. (3) You cause shock,

pain and anguish to arise within the person’s heart as a

consequence of which, you are committing the sin of hurting

another person; you acquire their sins. If the person has a

desire to repent for his sinful behaviours, you should take him

to one side and give guidance in a beneficial and amiable

manner, but you must never discredit or humiliate him, or

provoke a scandal.

Q12 What is the definition of ‘upvas’ (fasting).

A12 The word ‘upvas’ is made up of two syllables – ‘up’ and ‘vas’.

‘Up’ refers to a person who seeks salvation becoming void of

all sins. ‘Vas’ refers to such a person coming to rest amongst

God’s divinity. That is the true definition of ‘upvas’. Hence, a

true ‘upvas’ is performed when the 5 senses and the 5 organs

of those senses, and the mind – these 11 aspects are

withdrawn from worldly aspects and enjoined to the Murti of

God. All disciples of God should perform such fasting.

Q13 What activities break a person’s ‘upvas’?

A13 The kinds of activities that break a person’s ‘upvas’ include:

drinking water more than twice during the ‘upvas’; sleeping

during the day of an ‘upvas’; performing sexual intercourse;

physical contact between a man and his wife; having a rage of

anger, etc. 
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Q14 What are ‘aahnik’ deeds?

A14 ‘Aahnik’ deeds refer to the activities that are performed every

day. These include bathing, meditating, performing adoration

to God, recitation of His name, singing His praises and listening

to discourses about Him. All disciples should perform these

rituals every day.

Q15 What is a ‘shradh’?

A15 A ‘shradh’ is any manner of ceremony that is performed with

true faith. However, it has now become associated with any

kind of offering given to one’s deceased ancestors. There are

56 different types of ‘shradh’. If a person is unable to perform

all these ceremonies, he may perform just the ‘pind-dan’ (with

true faith, once every year.

Q16 Which Murtis should a disciple of Lord Shree Swaminarayan

meditate on?

A16 The Murtis that are ceremonially installed in the Mandirs with

the names Shree Ghanshyam Maharaj, Shree Harikrishna

Maharaj and Shree Sahajanand Swami Maharaj, are the

original forms and these are the Murtis that a disciple of Lord

Shree Swaminarayan should meditate on. They must not

meditate on any other deity, incarnation or anyone else.

Q17 Explain the meaning that should be understood from the

command – ‘recitals from the Dasham Skandh of the

Shreemad Bhagwat should be read every day’ - for a disciple

of Lord Shree Swaminarayan.

A17 The Shreemad Bhagwat Purans contain the biography of Lord

Shree Krishna. The disciples who worship the manifest,

Incarnator of all incarnations, Lord Shree Swaminarayan,

should read daily the sacred scriptures in which the divine

deeds of this supreme Lord is described. The ten ‘Swabhavik

Chesta’ verses describing the deeds of Lord Shree

Swaminarayan (Pratham Shree Hari ne re, charane shish

namavu) should be sung every day.
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Q18 Explain the importance of donating food.

A18 The scholars who have profound knowledge of the ancient Ved

scriptures have given praised the act of donating food. This is

because food is a necessity of life and is therefore akin to

giving life itself. Therefore, wise people should donate food

each day. This donation should be given freely, without being

selective about who it is being given to.

Q19 State the importance of appropriate welcoming of an ‘atithi’

(guest)?

A19 The literal definition of the word atithi is someone who has no

fixed time (tithi) of arrival – a guest. If such a guest comes to

the home of a gruhastha, the guest should be suitably

welcomed, offered a seat, refreshment, food and kind

hospitality, according to the means of the host.By making such

a guest happy, it is stated that you attain the spiritual merits

equivalent of pleasing God Himself. If however that guest is

not warmly received and goes away dissatisfied, all the good

merits earned by the host since birth are destroyed.

Furthermore, that house is considered to be no more than a

fox’s burrow. For that reason, our forefathers have guided,

‘atithi devo bhava’ – a guest is equivalent to God. Therefore,

considering the guest to be God, you should always give them

a kind welcome.

Q20 What is meant by ‘udyapan’?

A20 The ritualistic conclusion of a religious vow so that the person

attain the full benefit of adhering to the vow is called the

‘udyapan’. The udyapan is slightly different for each kind of

vow. In general, the sacred mahapooja is performed to Lord

Shree Swaminarayan and His Muktas who have been

ceremonially installed before you. Sants are offered food and

Brahmins are also fed. Donations of cows and gold are given.

Such practices need to be performed at the conclusion of any
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religious vow otherwise the benefit of performing the vow is not

gained. Therefore, one must always perform such udyapan as

the ritualistic conclusion of any vow that hhas been taken.

Q21 What should a person do when his honour, wealth or life is at

risk?

A21 If his honour, wealth or life is being threatened, a wise person

should move away and migrate to another region where he can

live in peace, even if that had region had been the home of his

forefathers and home.

Q22 Define ‘svairini’, ‘kamini’ and ‘punschali’.

A22 A woman who becomes lustfully associated with men from her

own community is called a ‘svairini’. A woman who has become

lustfully associated with men from how own and other

communities is called a ‘kamini’. A woman who has become

lustfully associated with men of her own and other

communities, and also with men who wish to become

associated with her own community, are called ‘’punschali’.

These three kinds of women are regarded as being shameful

and immoral. Suvasini (chaste) women must never associate

with them.

Q23 Describe in which manner women should not be left unassisted.

A23 In the Dharmashashtra, it is stated that a young women before

marriage should be looked after and protected by her father;

after marriage, by her husband; in her old age or when

widowed, by her sons or community elders if she has no sons.

If it is not possible for those elders to take care and protect the

elderly widow, that responsibility falls on the king. In this

manner, women should not be left to fend for themselves

without any manner of support.
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Q24 Why is it forbidden for a women to conceal the fact that she is

in her menstrual period?

A24 The menstrual period is the fourth part of deity Indra’s cycle of

killing a Brahmin (person). By not concealing that she is in her

menstrual cycle, the sin of killing the Brahmin are destroyed.

Furthermore, this atones for the sin of looking at other men in

a sensual manner and having wrongful thoughts about them.

Any doubts that her relatives may have about her being

associated with other men and becoming pregnant are

removed. Therefore, a women must never keep it a secret

when she is having her menstrual period.

Q25 Describe the rules of the menstrual period?

A25 As soon as she sees menstrual bleeding, she is called a

‘rajsvala’ woman. She is forbidden from touching other person.

There is no fault from touching animals. She must not touch

clothing. On the first day, she is regarded as being untouchable

like a chandali witch. On the second day, she is regarded as

being untouchable like a brahmghatini (killer of Brahmins). On

the third day, she is regarded as being untouchable like a

dhobini (washerwoman). On the fourth day, after her ritual

bath, she becomes purified again. On the fifth day after

bathing, she is able to perform religious ceremonies and

rituals.

Q26 In which manner has Lord Shree Swaminarayan blessed 

the Shikshapatri?

A26 Lord Shree Swaminarayan has blessed, ‘whoever lives

according to this Shikshapatri that I have written will irrefutably

attain the four purusharths – dharma (religious decree,

fundamental duties of life), arth (wealth), kam (achievement of

good and virtuous deeds and actions), and moksh (salvation,

the ultimate aim).
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Questions & Answers

Section C

Q1 Explain the literal definition of the word ‘Krishna’.

A1 Krishna is the term denoted to ‘he who removes from their

roots, all the distresses of disciples’. The letters ‘Krush’ refers

to the roots and ‘Na’ refers to the miseries. Putting these

together, the word ‘Krishna’ refers to where there is absolutely

no manner of distress, i.e. the place of complete bliss. In this

manner, the word Krishna is a generic term for Lord Shree

Swaminarayan as it is only He who can truly remove disciples

from all distress and enjoin them with true joy and divine,

eternal bliss. Furthermore, when Markandeya Muni performed

His naming ceremony, he said, “Oh Dharmadev! You son’s

complexion is dark like dense rain clouds. With His

extraordinary beauty, charm and virtues, He will entice

innumerable people towards His own Murti. He has also

manifested in the month of Chaitra. Due to all three reasons,

He will become famous throughout the world by the name,

Krishna.” Therefore Krishna is one of the numerous names

given to Shree Hari, son of Dharmadev. Some people assert

that the name Krishna was formed when ‘Shree Krishna’ was

born at the home of Vasudev. However, that is not a true claim.

The word Krishna has been used eternally as a generic word

referring to God. The scripture Brahmvaivart Puran dates from

before the birth of Vasudev’s son Krishna. This scripture uses

the word Krishna to refer to God in numerous instances.

Therefore in reality, the name Krishna used in the Shikshapatri

by Lord Shree Swaminarayan refers to His own Murti. This is

the accurate definition of the word in this context.
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Q2 Explain the literal definition of the word ‘Radha’.

A2 He who fulfils the desires of His own disciples is called Radha.

According to this definition, the word Radha signifies the

attainment gained by those who take His left hand, i.e. side

with the Lord. All their spiritual wishes are fulfilled by being

acquiescent with the Lord. The left hand of Lord Shree

Swaminarayan – Shree Ghanshyam Maharaj’s divine Murti is

in a pose in which He is blessing everyone; He mercifully gives

blessings to all those who come to His shelter. Therefore, when

He states in the Shikshapatri that Radha resides to the Lord’s

left, He is referring to the blessings that He showers to all His

disciples due to His unsurpassed mercy and grace.

Q3 Explain the literal definition of the term ‘Vrindavanvihar’.

A3 ‘Vrind’ refers to the mass of enlightened disciples. ‘Avan’ infers

protection. ‘Vihar’ is the verb for travelling. Therefore, the word

describes the one who forever presides within the world,

travelling from place to place, for the benefit of all the loving

disciples, in order to protect them all from external enemies

and internal enemies such as lust, anger, greed etc. Hence it

refers to the supreme Lord Shree Swaminarayan who is

forever present for the fulfilment of this purpose.

Q4 What is the implied definition of the word ‘aatmaghat’ (suicide)?

A4 Lord Shree Swaminarayan has granted a human body to

enable us to become free from the endless cycle of birth and

death and attain salvation. He has given the opportunity to

serve and please Him. Regardless, those who waste such a

rare opportunity and do not abide by the religious discipline,

and refrain from performing devotion, and instead spend the

duration of their life being infatuated with worldly pleasures, is

effectively committing suicide. Such a person is preventing his

own soul from obtaining liberation. This is the inferred meaning

of the word ‘aatmaghat’.
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Q5 Explain the literal definition of the command, ‘when passing a

Mandir (temple) of Shiv, or any other deity, disciples should

bow down reverently, and in this way pay respect to the god

within the Mandir’.

A5 Superficially, this command refers to shrines in which deities

such as Mahadev (Shiv), Surya-Narayan, Nar-Narayan,

Radha-Krishna, etc. have been installed. Additionally, through

the firm and dedicated adherence to the religious stipulations

given by Lord Shree Swaminarayan, a faithful disciple attains

an elite status. He becomes pious and worthy for the Lord

Himself to preside within him. Consequently, Lord Shree

Swaminarayan constantly exists in His immanent form within

that disciple. In this context, Lord Swaminarayan has said that

if such disciples pass one another, they should bow with joined

hands and greet each other with ‘Jay Shree Swaminarayan’

and thereby pay respect to the immanent Lord who exists

within the other disciple.

Q6 Explain the literal definition of the command, ‘Narayan and

Shivji should be recognised as being identical’.

A6 Narayan refers to Lord Shree Swaminarayan. Shivji refers to

the Anadi-muktas. Through their spiritual knowledge, Anadi-

muktas have overcome all influences of Maya (material and

worldly) and the various categories from Maya to Mul-akshar,

and have become completely enjoined with Lord Shree

Swaminarayan. Purna Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan

is supreme, the Incarnator of all incarnations, Lord of infinite

many cosmoses, abode of all bliss, has two arms, is divine,

and forever has a distinct form. Due to His unsurpassed grace,

His Anadi-muktas have attained equivalence with Him. They

remain completely immersed within Him. Just like Him, they

have two arms, are divine, forever have a distinct form. They

have attained the highest status that His servant can attain.

Not even an iota of difference should be considered to exist
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between Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His Anadi-muktas.

The Anadi-muktas are just as divine and enables to bestow

salvation as Lord Shree Swaminarayan Himself. Just as Lord

Shree Swaminarayan has two arms, is divine, and forever has

a distinct form, His Anadi-mukas too possess two arms, are

divine, and forever exist with a distinct form. Just as Lord Shree

Swaminarayan is the lustrous Murti, His Anadi-muktas too are

just as lustrous. Just as Lord Shree Swaminarayan is

unrestricted, unattached and able to do anything that He

wishes, His Anadi-muktas are just as unrestricted, unattached

and by merely thinking about it, they are able to bestow

salvation to souls. Lord Shree Swaminarayan is the Master and

the Anadi-muktas are His servants. Lord Shree Swaminarayan

is the source of bliss and His Anadi-muktas are the recipients

of His bliss. Lord Shree Swaminarayan is the controller and His

Anadi-muktas are His followers. In terms of appearance,

virtues, elegance, beauty, independence, prowess, glory,

ability, mercy and grace etc. too, Lord Shree Swaminarayan

and His Anadi-muktas are the same. In this manner, there

exists congruency, similarity, equivalence between Parbrahm

Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His Anadi-muktas. Lord Shree

Swaminarayan elevates to the highest status of Anadi-mukta

all those who understand this greatness, and whilst

maintaining the servant relationship with Him, perform faithful

devotion and worship to Him. Once this status has been

attained, there remains nothing more to gain. The congruence

between Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His Anadi-muktas has

been described in the Vachanamrut and other sacred texts. ‘By

the will of God, a disciple under the shelter of Dharma-kul’

attains a Brahm-may form’ (Vachanamrut - Gadhada First

Section 1). ‘When such a disciple leaves the body, God makes

him just like Himself’ (Vachanamrut - Gadhada Middle Section

66). ‘By worshipping that God, infinitely many Vaishnavs have

attained qualities similar to His’ (Vachanamrut - Gadhada
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Middle Section 67). ‘Due to God’s spiritual knowledge and

meditation, the disciple’s soul attains His form, just as the body

of a larvae becomes transformed into that of a bee’

(Vachanamrut - Kariyani1). In order to elevate souls to attain

congruence with Him, Purna Purushottam Lord Shree

Swaminarayan has manifested in this age of Kaliyug upon the

Earth. By associating with Him, and His Muktas who have

already attained congruence with Him, infinitely many souls

also achieve that elite status. This is the true explanation of

how Narayan and Shivji should be recognised as being

identical.

Q7 Explain the literal definition of the command, ‘disciples should

perform pilgrimages to holy places such as Dwarika etc.’

A7 The literal definition of the word ‘Dwarika’ is actually a question

meaning, ‘where is the gateway?’ Dwarika refers to the

doorway where souls who are entrapped in the dire misery of

worldly illusion to become free and attain liberation. Purna

Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His divine Muktas

are beyond worldly illusions and their influences, and therefore

constitute the doorway for souls entrapped in worldly miseries

to gain salvation. Therefore, the site where Lord Shree

Swaminarayan and His Muktas are presiding is the place for

those seeking salvation to experience divine bliss and achieve

salvation. That is the true Dwarika that should be understood.

Disciples should go for their Darshan; this is the true definition

of going for a pilgrimage to Dwarika.

Q8 Who is referred to as the ‘Panchayatan’ (five deities)?

A8 The group of five deities comprising of Vishnu, Shiv, Ganpati,

Parvati and Divakar (Surya) are generally known as the

Panchayatan.

Interpretation of Terms

I. Vishnu refers to Lord Shree Swaminarayan

II. Shiv refers to Anadi-muktas
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III. Ganpati refers to Sankalp-swaroops

IV. Parvati refers to Param-ekantik-muktas

V. Divakar (Surya) refers to Ekantik-muktas

Vishnu – the one who enters and controls from within is called

Vishnu. The supreme Incarnator of incarnations, Purna

Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan enters into Mul-akshar

and all the other categories with His immanent prowess, and

controls them all from within. Therefore, the term Vishnu refers

to Lord Shree Swaminarayan.

Shiv – the celestial entities who destroy are called Shiv. With

their spiritual knowledge, the supreme Lord Shree

Swaminarayan’s Anadi-muktas (who live within the Lord’s

Murti) have destroyed any influence of the various different

categories including Mul-akshar etc. The prowess, happiness

and deeds of Mul-akshar etc. are therefore completely

insignificant for them. In all respects, they remain enjoined with

Lord Shree Swaminarayan. Therefore, the term Shiv refers to

the Anadi-muktas.

Ganpati – Sankalp-swaroops (personifications of the Lord’s

will). The origin (seed) of every thought or desire is the mind.

The term Ganpati is symbolic of such a thought or desire.

Therefore, the term Ganpati refers to the personification of

Lord Shree Swaminarayan’s will. For the eternal salvation of

souls, Lord Shree Swaminarayan presides upon the Earth in

the form of Sadguru Shree Gopalanand Swamibapa and His

other Sankalp-swaroops. They are referred to by the term

Ganpati.

Parvati – the core of the Lord’s prowess. Through His Param-

ekantik-muktas (who live in close proximity to the Lord’s Murti),

Lord Shree Swaminarayan imparts the bliss of His Murti to

souls. Without the medium of the Muktas, they cannot

experience the happiness of the Lord’s Murti. To explain, a
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generator produces electricity. However, to experience that

electricity in the form of light, an electric bulb is required. To

experience that electricity in the form of wind, an electric fan is

required. To experience that electricity in the form of

temperature, a fridge or air conditioner is required. As soon as

the contact with the generator is severed, the equipment stops

working. They stop working because their connection with the

source no longer exists. In the same manner, Lord Shree

Swaminarayan imparts the bliss of His Murti to souls who seek

salvation through the medium of His divine Muktas. For that

reason, the Lord’s Param-ekantik-muktas are referred to by the

term Parvati.

Divakar – Surya (Sun). The Sun provides illumination and

warmth to all life forms on the Earth, and energises them so

that they can perform their various activities. Similarly, Lord

Shree Swaminarayan’s Ekantik-muktas (who live with a human

body on the Earth) impart spiritual knowledge to souls seeking

salvation and explain His glory. They ensure that the disciples

remain adherent to the Lord’s will and commandments. In this

manner, they enthuse the souls and are akin to the Sun in this

respect and therefore Lord’s Ekantik-muktas are referred to by

the term Divakar.     

Q9 What should a disciple do if he is inflicted by a spirit or ghostly

apparition?

A9 Firstly, truly dedicated disciples of the pragat (manifest)

Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan would never be

affected by any kind of spirit. However, if there is a deficiency

in the person’s faith or a weakness in his adherence of the

sacred vows, apparitions or demons may come to haunt that

flawed individual. To become free from such inflictions, he

should chant the sacred ‘Swaminarayan’ Mahamantra, or

recite the verses in which His glory has been narrated such as
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etc. Consequently, he will be relieved from the inflictions and

experience peace. In this manner, those who worship the

manifest Lord should sing praises to Him alone, but never

recite the names of paroksh (previously appeared and now

departed) deities or other deities who have a lower status than

even them.

QQ10 Which are the ‘aadyatma-shashtras’ (scriptures of spiritual

philosophy)?

A10 Scriptures that describe the forms of the soul (aatma) and the

Lord of souls (Parmatma) are called the aadyatma-shashtras.

Descriptions about the forms of Jeev (soul), Maya (worldly

creations), Ishwar (category of the deities), Brahm (category

of the deities), Parbrahm (categories beyond the deities), and

knowledge about the Lord being anvay (in accordance with the

expected) and vyatirek (beyond, or not in accordance with the

expected), sagun (has worldly influences) and nirgun (without

any worldly influences), sakar (with a distinct form) and nirakar

(without a form), His human and divine sentiments, ways in

which He remains pratyaksh (manifest) and paroksh (no longer

manifest), how He remains manifest through His idol forms and

scriptures, His supremacy, His status as Incarnator of

incarnations etc.; all this spiritual knowledge and philosophy is

clarified in the Rahasyarth Pradeepika Tika sah Vachanamrut,

Shree Abji Bapashree ni Vato, Shree Jeevanpran Swamibapa

ni Vato, and other texts of the Faith. That superlative

knowledge is not clearly stated in any of the any texts.

Therefore, disciples of Lord Shree Swaminarayan should

regard the Rahasyarth Pradeepika Tika sah Vachanamrut and

the other scriptures stated previously as being the principal

‘aadyatma-shashtras’ (scriptures of spiritual philosophy).
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Q11 What is the interpretation of the command, ‘you must perform

devotion to God whilst having faith that the soul has become

Brahmroop (has the same qualities as the Lord)’?

A11 Brahmroop means Purushottamroop. You must realise, ‘Purna

Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan has mercifully

accepted me into His divine shelter. He has elevated me to be

beyond the physical state and worldly attributes. He has

transformed my soul to being the same form as Him, i.e. it has

become Purushottamroop. He has kept me completely

engrossed within His Murti experiencing His divine bliss.’ With

such constant awareness, you must remain within His Murti

and perform devotion such as meditation, chant with a rosary,

perform mental and physical worship and adoration etc. to Lord

Shree Swaminarayan.

Q12 What is the interpretation of the command, ‘in the month of

Shravan, you should perform adoration to Mahadev using

leaves of the bili tree, or appoint another person to perform it

on your behalf’?

A12 Philosophically, the one who destroys everything including the

various categories of Maya, Brahm, Akshar etc. and becomes

merged with the Murti of Lord Shree Swaminarayan is the true

‘Shiv’. According to that definition, the name Shiv refers to the

Anadi-muktas. By the will of Lord Shree Swaminarayan, His

eminent Satpurush presides upon the Earth for the salvation

of souls. When that Satpurush comes to a disciple’s village and

gives the opportunity of associating and serving him, the

fortunate disciple should understand this to be his month of

Shravan. The disciple should offer food and clothing, perform

adoration, and serve him in numerous ways. This constitutes

performing adoration with the leaves of the bili tree.
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Complete the Blanks in the following Statements

1 There are 212 verses in the Shikshapatri.

2 Vrittalya is another name of the village known as Vadtal.

3 Lord Shree Swaminarayan had accepted Shree

Ayodhyaprasadji Maharaj and Shree Raghuvirji Maharaj as His

adopted sons.

4 Animals such as goats etc. should never be killed even for the

purpose of religious sacrifices or ceremonies performed for the

spiritual benefit of deities or deceased ancestors.

5 Ahinsa (non-violence) is the essence of all scriptures.

6 The killing of another person is forbidden, even for the

attainment of wealth, woman or sovereignty.

7 Consumption of the three kinds of intoxicants and eleven kinds

of alcoholic drinks is prohibited, even if it is an offering to a

deity.

8 Stealing is not allowed even if it is intended for some religion

related purpose.

9 Male or female disciples must never perform adultery.

10 You must give up all vices, such as gambling etc.

11 The fulfilment of one’s own selfish aims or aspirations are no

excuse for making false accusations on others.

12 Lord Shree Swaminarayan’s disciples must never swear or use

offensive language.

13 Disciples must avoid listening to sermons that could destroy

their devotion towards the Lord, or impede on their observance

of the religious decree.

14 Bribes must never be accepted in any kind of situation.

15 Disciples must not associate with those who use a pretext of

their devotion or spiritual knowledge to perform sinful deeds

such as hankering after women, wealth or sensual pleasures.
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16 No credence should be given to any scripture in which the glory

of the Lord or His incarnations has been blatantly or cunningly

disputed.

17 Medication that comprises of meat or alcoholic constituents

should not be used.

18 Disciples must never argue with a woman, the king or his

officials.

19 No worldly actions should be taken without clear prior thought

and rationale about the consequence of that deed. However,

religious duties should be performed immediately, without any

hesitation.

20 Disciples should perform pooja facing a Northerly or Easterly

direction.

21 Female disciples should apply a chandlo using kumkum on

their forehead.

22 Aatmanivedi disciples must never even drink water without first

offering it to the Lord.

23 Disciples should not sit disrespectfully in religious assemblies

such as with their knees bound with a cloth.

24 Disciples must never argue with their Acharya.

25 No irreligious or unworthy previously performed acts should be

emulated or used as an example to justify one’s own

disobedience of the religious decree.

26 The Yagnavalkya Smruti is a section of the Dharmashashtra

scripture.

27 The Yagnavalkya Smruti with its Mitakshara commentary is to

be consulted.

28 Chapter five of the Shreemad Bhagwat is the Yogshashtra

(contains knowledge about uniting with the Lord) and Chapter

ten is the Bhaktishashtra (contains knowledge about devotion

to the Lord).

29 Shree Ramanujacharya has given the Shree Bhashya

commentary on the Vyas Sutra and Bhagwad Gita scriptures.
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30 Within the body, the jeev (soul) resides within the heart.

31 Maya makes us consider our physical bodies and our family

relations as truly belonging to us.

32 The Lord repays the deeds of everyone in an appropriate

manner.

33 Without both devotion and Satsang (association with the Faith),

even a scholar has to face degeneration and wander in the

cycle of birth and death.

34 The philosophy of Lord Shree Swaminarayan is that of

Vishishtadwait and therefore this constitutes our philosophy.

35 Acharyas must never show cruelty to anyone. They are

forbidden to hoard money for others.

36 The ceremonial worship of Ganpati is performed on the 4th day

of the bright half of the Bhadarva month.

37 The worship of Hanumanji is performed on the 14th day of the

dark half of Aso month.

38 Acharyas must maintain a great respect for all Sadhus and

they must study the Holy Scriptures most reverently.

39 The spreading of knowledge amongst the people at large is

considered to be a very commendable deed.

40 Gruhasthas must never give away their own wife to another

person for any reason.

41 Disciples who are engaged in agriculture must never castrate

bulls.

42 Disciples must spend in accordance to their own income.

43 Each day, disciples should recall and clearly record all the

transactions that they have made.

44 Gruhastha disciples should donate one tenth of their income

to the Lord.

45 Disciples should not have dealings with unscrupulous people.

46 Disciples who are wealthy should instigate Yagna (non-violent

sacrificial ceremonies) and offer support and assistance in

celebrations held in the Mandirs.
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47 Married women must serve their husband just as they would

serve the Lord.

48 Widowed ladies should serve and worship the Lord just as they

served their husband when he was alive.

49 Widowed ladies should keep a restraint on their body and

senses by repeatedly fasting and observing other vows.

50 Widows should eat only one meal during the day and sleep on

the floor.

51 Widow disciples should never talk about men using sexual or

sensual connotations, nor listen to others who are talking about

men in this way.

52 Both married and widowed ladies, must never conceal the fact

that they are having a menstrual period.

53 Naishtik Brahmacharis are not permitted to give religious

sermons that are addressed directly to ladies.

54 Sadhus are forbidden to hoard money, both themselves and

through others.

55 Sadhus and Brahmacharis must discard all affection toward

their worldly relatives.

56 Disciples should recite the Shikshapatri on a daily basis.
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Short Notes

Observances from Awakening till Performing Pooja

You should rise before Sunrise; waking up during the Brahmmuharat,

i.e. at 4 am in the morning is the best time. Wake up with a cheerful

mood with the remembrance of Lord Shree Swaminarayan. You should

also recite a prayer from your heart to Him. To wake up early in the

morning, one should get into the habit of going to bed early in the night.

By waking up early in the morning, you gain health, intelligence, strength

and energy; the body also remains fit and healthy. 

The Lord’s name should be recited during purification, brushing teeth

and bathing. You should then wear two clean and purified pieces of

non-stitched cloth (1) white dhoti and (2) silk shawl. Take either a mat

or a silk cloth on which you can sit on comfortably, sit in the

Swastikasan posture facing North or East. While bathing or performing

those other processes, you should recite the Swaminarayan

Mahamantra, sacred verses, and exerts from the Holy Scriptures. All

these activities to be done whilst remaining silent and with a calm

mind. 

After sitting down, you should first apply the tilak and chandlo. A tilak

chandlo should be applied on four places of the body: 

(1) forehead, (2) middle of the chest, (3) right bicep, and (4) left bicep.

The chandlo applied to the forehead should be of red kumkum powder

and the chandlo applied to the other three parts of the body should be

using the sandalwood paste used to apply the tilak in all four places.

Married women should apply the chandlo on their forehead but not the

tilak. Widowed women should not apply even the chandlo.

When performing worship, you gather together items required, bathe

the Lord, offer clothes and ornaments, offer food, and put Him to sleep,

and serve Him in different ways. In the same way, you should meditate

during which all these items are imagined, and the Lord is bathed,

offered clothes and ornaments, food, and put to sleep etc. All these
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devotional services need to be performed within your mind with love

and dedication. This is called performing Mansi Pooja. This differs as

the season changes and hence the seasons have to be considered

while doing Mansi Pooja. After finishing the Mansi Pooja, you should

place a clean cloth in front of you on which you respectfully place the

Murtis of your pooja. The Aavahan Mantra is then chanted.

©çœæDæïçœæD ãï Ýæƒ S±æç}æÝæÚæ²‡æ Ðí|ææï J {}æü¨êÝæï Î²æç¨‹{æï S±ï¯æ¢ Ÿæï²: ÐÚ¢ ÜUéL JJ
¥æxæÓÀ |æxæ±Ýì Îï± S±SƒæÝæ„ì ÐÚ}æïEÚ J ¥ã¢ Ðê…æ¢ ÜUçÚc²æç}æ ¨Îæ y±¢ ¨}}æé¶æï |æ± JJ

Ootishthotishth he naath swaminarayan prabho;
dharmasuno dayasindho sveshaam shreyaha param kuru,

aagachh bhagwan dev swasthaanaat parmeshwar;
aham pooja karishyaami sadaa twam sanmukho bhav.

Oh Lord! Swaminarayan! My Master, Son of Dharma! Ocean of Mercy!

Arise and grace your disciple with eternal bliss (eternal salvation)

Oh God! Oh Deity! Oh Supreme! Come to me from Your divine abode.

Be pleased with me and remain before me forever. I wish to serve You

with adoration.

Oh Lord, Oh Swaminarayanbapa, Son of Dharamdev! Please awaken,

and Oh Ocean of Mercy! Please shower kindness over us who are

dependent on You. Oh Bhagwan, Oh Dev! Please come from your

Akshardham and arrive in person here and grace a seat in presence

of Your own servant. Oh Lord! I want to perform adoration to You, so

grace me with Your presence before me.

Place a small bowl of Naived (sugar, nuts etc.) before the Lord.

Remaining focused on the Lord, and reciting the sacred

‘Swaminarayan’ Mahamantra with each bead, rotate the Mala (rosary)

at least 3 times. Then, standing on the left feet and folding the right

leg and resting it on the left knee, raising both the hands, focusing the

mind on the vision on the Lord’s Murti, rotating the beads of the rosary.

Then, whilst rotating the beads of the rosary, perform pradakshina

(circumambulations) during which you walk around the Lord in a circle
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over and over again. Male disciples should repeatedly perform the

eight fold prostrations (Sashtang-dandvat-pranam) before the Lord.

Female disciples should perform the five-fold prostration (Panchang-

pranam).

Having performed the prostrations, you should offer the naived

to the Lord. Perform a final prayer to the Lord before reciting the

Visarjan Mantra.

S±SƒæÝ¢ xæÓÀ Îï±ïàæ Ðê…æ}ææÎæ² }ææ}æÜUè}æì J §CÜUæ}æÐíç¨ÎìŠ²ƒZ ÐéÝÚæxæ}æÝæ² ™ JJ
Swasthaanam gachh devesh, poojaamadaay maamakeem,

ishtakaamprasidhyartha poonaraagmanaaya cha.

Oh Lord of all deities! Having accepted my humble prayers, you may

return to Your abode. Be merciful and return to me again to fulfil all my

wishes and desires.

After reciting the Visarjan Mantra, you should put the Lord to rest. Five

verses from the Shikshapatri should then be read. Only after

completing this pooja ceremony may you start your worldly deeds.

Additional Vows to Take During the Chaturmas

Hindu philosophy states that one’s senses and mind should be kept

under control and dedicated to devotional worship to the Lord.

Therefore, all religious vows place a significance on restraint and

control. The special time for additional vows falls during the four

months of the monsoon season. Practically, this is also the period

when a person remains free to observe the vows because they cannot

do other activities due to the rain. From a health perspective too,

observing fasts during this period is beneficial. Consequently, a

disciple of the Lord should maintain restraint over his mental and

physical inclinations and strive to keep them focused on the Lord. To

highlight the importance of this observance, Lord Shree Swaminarayan

has given a command in the Shikshapatri that additional vows should

be taken during the Chaturmas. According to this command, the
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special vows should commence from the ‘Niyam Ekadashi’ (Ashadh

sud 11). These vows should be taken before our beloved Lord Shree

Swaminarayan in the presence of His divine Satpurush so that their

blessings and strength are evoked for completion of the vows without

hindrances. The vows taken that day should be performed for four

months, until the day after Kartik sud 11. A person who is physically

unable to observe the vows for this duration may take them just for

the month of Shravan according to his ability.

In the Shikshapatri, Lord Shree Swaminarayan has stated the vows

that should be taken during the Chaturmas period. The vows should

comprise of the following: (1) listening to the divine biography of the

Lord; (2) reading this divine biography; (3) singing religious songs in

praise of God; (4) performing the mahapooja ceremony during which

the Lord is bathed with the five nectars; (5) incantation of His name;

(6) recitation of the verses in the glory of God; (7) performing

pradakshina (circumambulations around the Lord’s Murti); (8)

performing Sashtang-dandvat-pranams. Additionally, Lord Shree

Swaminarayan has emphasised the need for vows of penances should

be taken, such as dhana pana (fasting every other day), 

ek tana (eating once each day), complete fasting during the days of

Ekadashi, meditation on the Lord’s Murti, and Gruhasthas to take vows

of celibacy. Therefore, disciples who are seeking salvation should

observe any of these vows with the utmost of love and devotion in

order to please the Lord and gain His divine blessings. 

At the end of the Chaturmas, these additional vows should be

dedicated at the lotus feet of the Lord. Thereafter, the vows that you

observe on a daily basis should be continued. In this manner, Lord

Shree Swaminarayan has described the additional vows to be taken

during the sacred Chaturmas period.

Lord Shree Swaminarayan becomes extremely pleased with those

who take such additional vows and diligently performs them for the

duration of the Chaturmas period. With even a little effort, the great
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divine riches and bliss of the Lord can be experienced in this way

therefore disciples should always observe these vows for the sole

purpose of pleasing Him.

Additional Specific Responsibilities of Kings

Purna Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan states the additional

rules to be observed by Kings in Shikshapatri verses 157 and 158. He

states that the nature of the King dictates the nature of his people. This

is because the King is the cause of good or bad times for the

population where he rules. Accordingly, the religious merit gained or

sins committed by the people are also attributed to the manner in

which the King leads his nation. If the King is sinful, unjust or immoral,

he will steer his people to become the same. If he is pious, fair and

moral, and takes care of his subjects, they too will have the same

virtues. The King has the ability and authority to lead his people in any

manner that he wants. For that reason, Lord Shree Swaminarayan has

stated that the Kings who are His disciples should govern in

accordance to the commands stated in the Yagna-valkya-smruti and

other sacred religious scriptures. As stated in these religious texts, the

Kings should regard each of their subjects as their own children and

take care of them accordingly. The King is the father of the nation. Just

as a father takes care of his own son, the King should lovingly provide

for his subjects. He should remain vigilant about caring for and

protecting his people. Additionally, the King should establish morality,

religion and good, moral behaviours throughout his land.

In order to provide for and protect his subjects, the King should 

be fully versed with and practice the seven aspects of governance,

four manners of punishment and six abilities, as stated in the 

Rajniti scripture. 
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Seven Aspects of Governance

I. Swami – the King should be religious, moral, honest, calm and

composed, kind and should care about the welfare of his own

people.

II. Aamatya – the King’s ministers, advisors and officials should

be wise and intelligent individuals who are fully aware of the

sacred scriptures about ethics and skilled in social interactions

and dealings. They should be honest, experienced and

selfless.   

III. Suhyud – the King’s friends should be those who give him

proper guidance and stand by him at all times, even during

adverse situations.

IV. Kosh – the kingdom should have abundant wealth and its

currency should be strong in comparison to the currency of

other nations.

V. Rashtra – the people of the King’s nation should be loyal to

him, his kingdom and his laws. They should be truly patriotic.

VI. Durg – the towns should be suitably protected with forts or

guarded borders so that the people remain safe from intruders,

opponents, terrorists and thieves.

VII. Bal – the kingdom should have the different kinds of military

required to protect it, which are appropriately equipped with

the air, water and surface vehicles and instruments needed,

and the necessary levels of personnel. They should remain in

a ready state so that they can protect and defend the kingdom

when required.

Four Manners of Punishment 

I. Sam - reaching conclusion to a matter through explanation,

convincing and negotiating.

II. Dan – reaching conclusion to a matter through financial

settlements or transfers of other objects.
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III. Bhed – reaching conclusion to a matter through covert

infiltration amongst the relevant group of people and creating

disaccord amongst them, and consequently causing them to

stand down.

IV. Dand – punishment by confiscation of property, or enforcement

through all the types of penalties from fines, imprisonment to

execution.

Six Abilities

I. Sandhi – ability to create appropriate organisation within the

kingdom for everyone’s benefit and develop amity with

neighbouring kingdoms.

II. Vigrah – ability to instigate unrest amongst opponent kingdoms

who are causing troubles for his own kingdom, and thereby

providing stability for his people.

III. Yan – ability to seize the most appropriate moment to attack

an enemy kingdom in the most effective way.

IV. Dveydhibhav – ability to create appropriately specialised

functions within his military and organise them effectively. 

V. Samasray – ability to take advice, help or shelter of a more

powerful or able king as and when necessary.

VI. Aasan – ability to remain composed and wait for the most

opportune time in every situation.  

In this manner, a King should thoroughly know the seven aspects of

governance, four manners of punishment and six abilities. He should

ensure that his spies remain amongst his own people and enemy

kingdoms so that covert information can be conveyed to him. Highly

qualified, intelligent and experienced officials, who are appropriately

skilled in the 18 kinds of social dealings, should be appointed for the

governing and administration of the kingdom. A good king should have

the instincts to recognise a person's nature from their mannerisms and

thus distinguish the wise, practical, virtuous people from others. They

should be able to determine who is guilty and who is innocent in
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judicial disputes from their behaviour and words, and give appropriate

punishment.

A King who behaves in this way, with discernment, humility and

fairness, earns the respect and affection of his subjects. He is worthy

of his status as King and is able to govern effectively for the duration

of his life. For the welfare and benefit of His disciples who are Kings,

Lord Shree Swaminarayan has explained the kinds of qualities that

they should possess and given additional commandments to them.

Kings who govern in this manner earn immense pleasure within their

present life and divine bliss thereafter.

Additional Vows for Widowed Ladies

Lord Shree Swaminarayan has stated the additional vows for widowed

ladies in verses 163 to 172 of the Shikshapatri, the sacred code of

good and moral conduct. According to the Hindu tradition, the life of a

widowed lady is based on penance and dedication that is performed

in remembered of her departed husband. The vows made to her

husband at the time of marriage cannot be fulfilled any longer as he

no longer lives and therefore the focus of her life should be towards

the supreme Master of all, Lord Shree Swaminarayan. This merciful

Lord should be served and worshipped just as they served their

husband when he was alive. They should remain under the guidance

of their father, son, or other senior relatives, but should never

contravene their directives and behave independently. Many obstacles

can be faced in her life if she remains independent of anyone else.

Widowed disciples must not touch, or even speak unnecessarily to

young men who are not closely related to them. For the same reasons

as touching animals of either sex is not considered a sin, widows may

touch baby boys, because this is also not sinful. Under extenuating

circumstances, they are allowed to touch and talk to old men. Widows

should never be taught or instructed by a man who is not closely

related to them. Widowed ladies should keep a restraint on their bodies
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and senses by repeatedly fasting and observing other vows. If the

widow disciples do not have sufficient funds to last them through their

whole lives, they should not give donations, even for religious

purposes. If they have surplus funds, they may give donations.

To ensure that the widows live their life performing penances, they

should eat only one meal during the day and sleep on the floor. They

must never look at birds or other animals that are engaged in coitus.

Widows should always wear simple clothes and should never dress

like a married lady. They should not dress like an ascetic. Their clothing

should reflect the customs and traditions of the place they are living

and should be in accordance to their family traditions. Widow disciples

should never talk about men using sexual or sensual connotations nor

associate or touch someone who performs abortions. They must never

take part in the holi (festival of colours) celebrations. These comprise

of the kinds of additional commandments given for widowed ladies to

abide by.

AAdditional Vows for Naishtik Brahmacharis

In sloks 175 to 187, Supreme Lord Shree Swaminarayan has indicated

the specific duties of the Naishtik Brahmacharis, who are a sub-class

of the Sadhu fraternity. The word Naishtik refers to them having taken

the vow of absolute celibacy for the duration of their life. The lustre of

their vow of celibacy can be sensed radiating from them. Lord Shree

Swaminarayan has commanded that His Naishtik Brahmachari

disciples must never talk to or intentionally look at women. They should

never talk about, or listen to others who are talking about ladies. This

is because such discussions always leave some kind of impression

about women in their mind, and internal deliberation about such

discussions creates turmoil within them. It is not safe for Brahmacharis

to bathe or perform other bodily functions where there could be ladies

in the vicinity. To keep their vow of celibacy intact, the Brahmacharis

must not touch or intentionally look at paintings, statues or other
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images of females. These restrictions do not apply to images of deities.

Brahmacharis are not allowed to draw, paint, or create any images of

women. They should never touch any cloth which has been worn by a

lady. Brahmacharis must never look at birds or other animals that are

engaged in coitus. Brahmachari disciples should not touch, glance at

or speak with a man who is disguised as a woman. They are not

permitted to give religious sermons that are addressed directly to

ladies. Even a command from their guru should not be obeyed if it

means that their vow of celibacy will be broken. Brahmacharis should

always remain calm, patient and humble.

If they see a woman impetuously coming within their vicinity, the

Brahmachari must stop her by speaking out or even using forceful

language, but they should never let the lady come near them.

However, if a lady's or their own life is in danger, they should always

do what is required so that both lives are saved. Under such extreme

circumstances, Brahmacharis are allowed to converse with or touch

the lady. In addition, Brahmacharis must not apply massage oils to

their bodies. Their appearance must never incite fear into people and

they should never carry weapons. They must control their sense of

taste. Brahmacharis are allowed only to ask for alms at the home of a

Brahmin where the distribution is done by men. If women are handing

out the donation, they must go elsewhere. They should study the Holy

Scriptures and faithfully serve their guru. They must avoid contact with

effeminate men, in the same manner as they avoid all association with

women. They must never drink water that has become contaminated

by contact with leather. They must not consume onions, garlic or any

other such food that the scriptures have prohibited. Before each meal,

they must bathe, offer prayers to the Lord, recite His name and

perform His ceremonial worship. In this manner, Lord Shree

Swaminarayan has stated additional vows for Naishtik Brahmacharis.

By abiding by these, the Naishitk Brahmachari remains protected from

violating his strict vow of celibacy and also pleases the Lord.
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AAdditional Vows for Sadhus

In slok 188 – 196 of the Shikshapatri, Lord Swaminarayan gives the

additional duties of Sadhus. He states that the rules for Naishtik

Brahmacharis concerning abstinence with respect to women must also

be obeyed by Sadhus; they must gain full control of all their internal

enemies, such as lust, anger, arrogance etc. Sadhus must have full

control and restraint of all their senses, especially their sense of taste

and preference. They are forbidden to hoard money, both themselves

or through another person. They must never act as surety for anyone.

Sadhus must always display tolerance towards all. If they are living in

an enclosed location, no lady should be allowed to enter that vicinity.

Sadhus must never travel unaccompanied, at night or during the day.

Only under the most exceptional of circumstances are they allowed to

travel alone. Sadhus must not wear clothing, drape shawls or use

blankets that are expensive, or dyed in various colours and patterns,

even if they are gifts from another person. The only reason that they

are permitted to go to a Gruhastha’s home is to ask for alms or conduct

a sermon. Sadhus should occupy themselves in performing the nine-

fold of bhakti to the Lord, but should not waste their time doing

anything else. Sadhus may only go to a Gruhastha's home to dine

where men would be serving the cooked food and where there would

be no possibility of having any contact with women. If this is not the

case, they should ask for grain and cook it themselves. Having offered

this food to the Lord, they may consume it. Even though they may be

highly educated and knowledgeable, Sadhus must conduct

themselves with caution and remain vigilant about not becoming

infatuated with false worldly pleasures. So that they can maintain their

status, they should live having total indifference to their own worldly

needs with total dedication and devotion to the Lord, in the same

manner that Jadbharat lived. These are the additional vows for Sadhus

that Lord Shree Swaminarayan has commanded.
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SSequence of Shikshapatri verses

1-10 Prayer and Introduction; importance of Abiding by 

the Rules

11-121 Principle Commandments; social etiquette, religious

discipline and philosophy

122 Additional Responsibilities for:

123-132 Acharyas

133-134 The Wives of the Acharyas

135-156 Gruhastha disciples

157-158 Kings

159-162 Ladies

163-172 Widowed ladies

173-174 Both married and widowed women

175-185 Brahmacharis

186-187 Brahman disciples

188-196 Sadhus

197-202 Both Brahmacharis and Sadhus

203-212 Conclusion.
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SShree Harignanamrut Kavya Amrut Bindu 1   

Memorise and learn the meanings of the following religious songs

written by Adya Acharya-pravar Jeevanpran Shree Muktajeevan

Swamibapa:

1 Jay Divya Murti Ghanshyām

2 Vhālā Vinanti Sunee Amāree

3 Shreeji Murtinā Sukhmā Jheelāvsho

4 Ghanshyām Salunā Shyāmra

5 Shreeji Murtimā Amane Rākhjo

6 Shubh Swāminārāyan Nām Laho

7 Swāminārāyan Prānthee Pyārā

8 Tejnā Samoohamā

9 Jeevanme Dhyānkee Jyot Jagānā

10 Murtimā Raheene Neerkhe E Re

11 Murti Kevee Maree Teno Khyāl Karo

12 Sukhmay Toree Murti Ajab Hai

13 Swāminārāyan Ghashyām Bolo

14 Swaminārāyan Bagwān Bijo Koee Nahi

15 Maree Murti Hā Hā Re

16 Āvyā Chhe Re Āvyā Chhe

17 Sarvopari Ne Sadā Pragat Chhe

18 Dharmanandan Bhaktinā Jāyā Re

19 Kar Jodee Vahālā

20 Mārā Chhel Chhbeelā Shyām

21 Dhyānmā Sukhdā Āpo Shyām

22 Khammā Mārā Pyārā Ghanshyām

23 Chidghan Tejmā Shobhee Rahyā Re

24 Vandan Karu Shreeji Prān Pyārā

25 Sundar Murti Ati Sukhhāree
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SSample Exam Paper
Examination Time: 3 hours. Pass Mark: 50%

The examination paper will comprise of: 

• 70 Questions from Sanskar Deepika Part 3

• 30 Questions from Amrut Bindu Part 1  

Q.1    Complete any five of the following Sanskrit verses   (10 marks)

1) ±æ}æï ²S² çSƒ„æ.....................JJ1JJ
2) ²ï ÐæH²ç‹„.........................JJ8JJ
3) ÐíæïQæS„ï çÝxæéü‡ææ....................JJ59JJ
4) ÝæïÚæñ ÜUëy±æ.........................JJ70JJ
5) {}ææïü ¿æï²:........................JJ103JJ
6) xææçHÎæÝ¢.........................JJ201JJ
7) çÝ…æçŸæ„æÝæ¢ ¨ÜUHæ<„............JJ212JJ

Or

Complete any five of the following Englsih translations of the verses

1 With all My heart........................Verse 1 

2 Those who abide.......................Verse 8

3 The supreme Lord.....................Verse 59

4 In the presence..........................Verse 70

5 The definition of dharma............Verse 103

6 If anyone demonstrates.............Verse 201

7 May such a merciful...................Verse 212

Q.2    Complete the Blanks in the following statements.   (10 marks) 

1 There are _____ verses in the Shikshapatri.

2 _____ is the essence of all scriptures.

3 Medication that comprises of _____ or _____ constituents

should not be used.

4 Disciples must never argue with a _____, the _____ or his

_____.
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55 Female disciples should apply a chandlo using _____ on

their forehead.

6 No irreligious or unworthy previously performed acts should

be emulated or used as an example to justify one’s own

_____ of the religious decree.

7 Chapter five of the Shreemad Bhagwat is the _____

(contains knowledge about uniting with the Lord) and

Chapter ten is the _____ (contains knowledge about

devotion to the Lord).

8 Without both _____ and _____ (association with the Faith),

even a scholar has to face degeneration and wander in the

cycle of birth and death.

9 Acharyas must never show _____ to anyone. They are

forbidden to _____ for others.

10 The spreading of knowledge amongst the people at large is

considered to be a very _____.

11 Gruhasthas must never give away their own _____ to

another person for any reason.

12 Disciples must _____ in accordance to their own income.

13 Disciples who are wealthy should instigate _____ (non-

violent sacrificial ceremonies) and offer support and

assistance in _____ held in the Mandirs.

Q.3     Give short answers to any ten of the following questions.   

(10 marks)

1 Who composed the Shikshapatri?

2 Who first translated the Shikshapatri from Sanskrit into

Gujarati?

3 Who can be called a Sadhva woman?

4 Who is called a Sadhu?

5 What is meant by the principal commandments?
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66 What is aatmaghat?

7 What kinds of religious duties must a disciple not follow?

8 What kind of true statement must not be spoken?

9 What kinds of places must you never defecate or urinate?

10 What kind of clothing must not be worn?

11 In which manner should transactions regarding land or

money be performed?

12 What must disciples not keep secret?

Q.4    Answer any five of the following questions.   (10 marks)

1 Who can be called a Naishthik Brahmachari?

2 Why have aatmanivedi disciples been stated as being nirgun?

3 Who can be called an ‘Acharya’?

4 What is the definition of ‘upvas’ (fasting)?

5 What is a ‘shradh’?

6 Which Murtis should a disciple of Lord Shree Swaminarayan

meditate on?

7 In which manner has Lord Shree Swaminarayan blessed 

the Shikshapatri?

Q.5    Give detailed answers for any two of the following questions.

(10 marks)

1 Explain the literal definition of the word ‘Krishna’.

2 Explain the literal definition of the command, ‘Narayan and

Shivji should be recognised as being identical’.

3 Explain the literal definition of the command, ‘disciples should

perform pilgrimages to holy places such as Dwarika etc.’
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QQ.6    Write a paragraph (approximately 25 lines) explaining any one

of the following subjects. (10 marks)

1 Shikshapatri – the remarkable guide of true living.

2 Shikshapatri - ‘Sarvajeevhitavaha’ (for the benefit of all souls).

3 Shikshapatri – the guidance for true dharma (religious

decree, fundamental duties of life), arth (wealth), kam

(achievement of good and virtuous deeds and actions), 

and moksh (salvation, the ultimate aim).

Q.7  Write short summaries for any two of the following subjects.  (10 marks)

1 Observances from Awakening till Performing Pooja

2 Additional Specific Responsibilities of Kings

3 Write the sequence of Shikshapatri Verses

Q.8    Complete any five of the following verses.    (10 marks)

1 Murtima sukh chhe aparampaaraa���.

2 Purushottam shu ghani prit karo���.

3 Haasyabhari mukh chandramaa re���.

4 Shadaang sah Vedo ane���.

5 Aatyantik kalyaan karvaanaa���.

6 Aa loknaa dukh kaapo chho���.

Q.9    Write any two of the following religious songs.     (10 marks)

1 Sarvopari Ne Sadā Pragat Chhe

2 Dhyānmā Sukhdā Āpo Shyām

3 Vandan Karu Shreeji Prān Pyārā
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QQ.10    Explain the meaning of any two of the following verses.   (10 marks)

1 Avtaar sakalna Swami, sahu dhaamtanaa e dhaami; raakhi

avtaarinoo dhyan, bolo Murti dhaari naam.

2 Kaam krodh lobh aaras nidra, lutat bhajan haveli;

dehabhimaan shatru paadat hey, imaarato chaneli, teri

imaarato chaneli; ham poke jaagrat hoke, sabki raksha kije

moraar re�..

3 Prapti poori krupaa e karaavi, sthiti ne raakhi adhuri; te pan

taari krupaa e j thaase, jaanyu ame bhayhaari. Shyam�.

Jay Shree Swaminarayan
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